
 

 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
      TO: Superintendents, Principals & Athletics Directors 
 
FROM: Jerome Singleton 
 
 DATE: October 6, 2020 
 
      RE: Fall Sports Season Update  
 

 
Greetings: 
 
As we continue to deal with the ever-changing “New Normal”, I would like to express my 
sincere appreciation for your continued efforts.  After seven weeks of in-season practices 
and five weeks of regular-season competition, the Fall Sports Season has progressed 
well for our member schools.  While there have been some setbacks for some of our 
member schools, they have made conscientious, cautious adjustments to address the 
setbacks. 
 
Schools are to be commended for jobs well done. We must continue to be vigilant and 
committed to practicing the safety and health precautions that have served us well.  As 
we progress through the fall sports season, I share the following information/updates: 

Close Contact and Contact Tracing 

The League Office staff has received multiple calls with inquiries referencing close contact 
clarifications as it relates to contact tracing and quarantining individuals and/or teams. 
Documents developed and distributed by the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control (DHEC) have defined “close contact” as being within six feet for 
fifteen minutes or more.  This definition lent itself to some confusion as to whether the 
fifteen minutes must be consecutive or cumulative. 
 
To help address this matter, I contacted representatives from DHEC for more clarification.  
This was their response: 

“When the fifteen minutes is consecutive, there is no debate.  It CAN be cumulative 
IF the contact occurs within the same event or day.  The fifteen minutes will likely 
be cumulative if it occurs within the same practice or game.  If there is doubt, 
guidance is available from our regional public health offices (contacts are shown 
below).” 
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I hope that this information helps to address any confusion that exists. 
 
Regular Season versus Playoffs Format 
 
Our Fall Sports Season contests are well underway and some of our focus has been shifted to 
preparing for playoffs in these sports. 
 
While the regular season affords the member school flexibility to adjust scheduled contests 
without affecting other schools, the playoff schedules are not as flexible.  With that in mind, 
currently, there are no plans to adjust the playoff bracket dates, beyond normal adjustments for 
postponed contests due to weather-related issues.  If a team is unable to play because of being 
quarantined for an extended period of time, that team will have to forfeit the contest and the 
bracket will progress as normal. 
 
While this format makes things challenging, I am confident that the member schools will continue 
to practice health and safety measures and not compromise the health and safety of any member 
school athlete, coach, and staff for the sake of competing in a playoff contest. 
 
Health and safety first!  Wins and Losses later! 
 
Ticketing, League Passes, and Spectators 
 
With limitations on spectator seating, many member schools have developed some creative ways 
to allow spectators at their events while practicing mandated social distancing.  Many have 
exercised presale ticketing and acceptance of a limited amount of League passes for admission.  
The feedback that I have received has been mostly positive.   
 
As we explore a process for the playoffs and spectators, the League office will provide some 
directions for the member schools as it relates to ticket, sales, League passes, and spectators. 
 
Again, your efforts are greatly appreciated.  We are off to a great start and we must continue to 
be cooperative with our fellow member schools as we address this ever-changing “new normal.” 
 
Wishing you the best.  Stay safe and stay healthy! 
 
Jerome Singleton, Commissioner 
SC High School League 


